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for law, is of tremendous value, outweighing the claims
of liberty.    This is, of course, a question of ultimate
values, and neither side can ever prove the other to be
logically wrong :   difference of opinion on this matter
will live as long as social organization lives, and probably
the world is all the better for such dissentience.    Now
those of the law-and-order school see in Hobbes the
first Englishman to give a complete and logical expression
to the doctrine of sovereignty, whereby society may be
bound in  a vice.    The  Reformation  had encouraged
freedom of choice, and the old ideas of Natural Law
lived on in the decisions of Common Law and in ecclesi-
astical judgements.    Hobbes saw rightly the danger to
a community of such division of sovereignty, and the
necessity for prescribing one sovereign power.    Accord-
ingly he constructed his Leviathan in which there was
nothing but unquestioning obedience and unquestionable
unity.    All associations within the State are regarded
by him as * worms in the entrails of Leviathan ', worms
to  be  purged  drastically away :    an  equally  serious
and  poisonous  disease  was  the   doctrine,   essentially
Puritan,  ' That every private man is judge of Good
and  Evill  actions/     Hobbes  thus  becomes  the  first
philosopher  of what is now called  Prussianism,  the
encomiast of State-sovereignty, and the bitter foe of
individualism.     His   conception    of    complete    unity
between the State and the citizen, a conception that
finds expression in the statement that ' every subject
is author of every act the Sovereign doth', is really
good Hegelian doctrine, though it has been reached by
considering society as a mechanism of self-seeking units,
not as a balanced and harmonious organism.    Whether
the sovereign be King or Parliament matters, to modern
readers, very little : the argument for complete obedience
holds,   however   the    governing    authority   may   be

